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Abstract 

An outline of the inland fisheries resources of India is given with a detailed account of the fisheries uf the 
Ganga river system. Suggestions are made for the conservation and ~Ievclopment of river fisheries, reservoirs, 
open estuaries and lagoons. i n  order to increase their productio~. 

Aquaculture resources are briefly described with recommendations for the development of the fisheries 
of reservoirs, canals and sections of rivers using aquaculture techniques. 

The constraints to the development of inland fisheries, including difficulties of marketing m d  financo, 
are also discussed. 
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The population of India (now 621 million) is likely to increase to about 790 million by 1983, will need 
annually about 2.2 million t of fish to fecd its pesple even :it the present per capmi consumption rate of 2.8 kg 
per year. The country's present total fish production is about 2.0 million t, of which about 0.75 million t are 
contributed by inland fisheries-0.4 million t being from aquaculture (George, 1974). The Nutrition Advisory 
Committee has recommended a daily requirement of 85 g of fish per man. Assuming that half of the present 
population of 621 million eat fish, the country currently needs 9.6 million t of fish per year against the present 
total annual production of barely about 2.0 million t, and this demand will increase to 12.25 million t by 198 5 
if the nutritional standards are to be kept up. 

2 .  INLAND FISHERIES RESOURCES OF INDIA 

The inland fisheries resources of India are as givcn in Table I .  

2.1 Capture fishery resources 

Programmes of fishery conservation and management do not produce immediate results. Although such 
progranlmes help in increasing sustained yields, difficulties of execution and enforcement severely restrain the 
development of inland capture fisheries. However, introduction of certain aquaculture techniques in capture 
fisheries may ameliorate the situation and result in higher yields in a shorter time. 

The five major river systems (Fig. I)  of India of which the Ganga river system is the largest and most 
productive, support the main freshwater capture fisheries of the couutry. The fast growing carps, catla (Catla 
catla), rohu (Labeo rohita), mrigal (Cirrhinms mrigala) and kalbasu (Labco calbasu) pred3miaate in the Ganga river 
system and are also found in the Brahmaputra and Indus river systems in northern India. 

Other important species of fish which contribute to the fisheries of the ('ranga river system, besides the 
Gangctic carps, are the catfishes M f s t t ~ s  seenghala, 1M. aor, Wailago attm, Pangasks pangasius, Silonia silbndia, 
Eutropiichtbs vacha, Rita rita, Uagaritls bagaritrs, Cltipiso~xa garma, Ompok: bimactlhtus and. Ailia coila; the clupaids 
Hilsa ilisha, Setipinnaphasa, Gadasia chapra; the featherbacks Notopterms tzotopterus and N. chitala and the prawns 
Macrobrachiurn malcol~~zsonii and Palacmen lamarrei. Detailed investiyations on the fisheries of the Ganga river 
system were conducted by the Central Inland Fish.eries Research Institute durinz 195 8-66. At selected centres 
there was a total enumeration of the daily market arrivals of fish. The annual market arrivals (Table 2) and 
the species breakdown of averagc ladings (Table 3) indicate that the major carps (predominately mrigal, 
C. ~llrigala) constitute the dominant fishcry of the system in the upper and middle stretches, while the hilsa 
(El. ilisha) fishery is almost entirely concentrated in the middle and lower stretches. Hilsa fishery at Allahabad 
during 1935-56 to 1957-98 was richer (zoo.06 to 485.00 t) than at any other time during the period 1958-66 
(Jhingran, 1971). The production from the Ganga system undcr investigation was 890 kg kml of river stretch 
per year or 44.j kg hm-2 year-1. 

An annual short duration fishery for major carp juveniles is one of the most important features of the 
fishery of tE.e Ganga river system. A detailed survey was conducted during 1952-54 (Jhingran and Chakra- 
barty, 195 8) to assess the damage caused by this fishery and it was concluded that if the fingerlings were allowed 
to grow to an average length of 30-40 cm, the yield would increase between 2 and 6.5 times with a value 2.7 
to 10 times the present value. I t  was recommended that the sale of carp fingerlings be banned by legislation 
by the State Governments except for the sale of live fingerlings for aquaculture. 

Associated with the riverine fisheries of northern India are a large npmber of low-lying areas known as 
jheels and bheels wbich contribute greatly to the exploitation of marsh fishes of which Channa sp., Heteropt~eustts 
fossilis, Clarias batrachus and A p g b ~ s  testu@eus are very important. 

While the rivers of the Deccan region harbour the peninsular carps, viz. Labeo fimbriatus, L. kontiw, 
Cirrhinus cirrhosa, Puntius dubius, P. dobsoni, P. pulchellus and P. carnaticus, and the two large sized mahseers, 
Tor Khudree and T. musrullah (the last two in the upper reaches of the Cauvery system), they originally did not 



have the fast-growing Garlgeti~ carps. Inter-regional transplai~tat~ons carriecl out to Increase the fishery 
potential of these rivers have resulted in the establishment of C. cstla in the River Cauvery and L. rohita and 
and C. mrigalu in the lower stretches of River G,)davari (Jones and Sarojini, 1952; Hlnimachar, 1959). 

The Central Inland Fisherics Research Inst~tute investigated the reported deplerion of ';he fisheries of the 
Godavari River and established that the stocks are overfished (Rao and Rajyalakshmi, I 976). Mass harvesting 
of very snlall and immature fish, especially L. fimbriatas, catfishes and H. ilisha, is very common. Rao and 
Rajyalaks'lmi 1976) have suggested licensing the gear, restricting fishing and a close season from May to 
Novemb-r an 6 the collection of juveniles of hilsa (45-270 mm) from the c‘reservoir" region o f  the river for 
aquaculture purposes. 

Substantial quantities of the indigenous and transplanted Gan~e t ic  carps are fished each year from the 
River Cauvery in Tamil Nadu. Of all the river systems of peninsular India, it is the Cauvery river system where 
the Gangetic carps have established most successfully and a few potential spawn collection centres have been 
located (Shetty et a/., 1971a and b). Mass collections of fingerlings, amounting to  40-10 million annually, is 
undertaken at sites in Thanjavoor District for stocking ponds and tanks (Sreenivasan and Srinivasan, 1976). 
The river system supplies a large number of ponds and tmks in the Tiruchirapalli and Thanjavoor Districts 
which yield a harvest of 1,000 kg hm-2 year-I without feeding or fertilization. As will be seen later in 
Section 2.1.2.2 (Mm-made reservoirs), the entire Cauvery river system is virtually farmed-about 95 percent 
of its water b3ng utilized by the creation of dams, barrages and distributaries and th.e capture fishery resource 
has been cwwerted to an aquaculture resource with rich dividends. 

Accidental transplantation has resulted in the establishment ~ j f  C. cajla and. L. rohita in the lower stretches 
of River Tapti (Karamchandani and Pisolkar, 1967). 

Selected hill streams of India have also been developed by stocking exotic sport fishes, of which the brown 
trout ( S a l ~ o  trutta faric), rainbsw trout (S. gairdneri), brook trout (Salvelinus fonthzalis) and land-locked salmon 
(Sa l~o  salar) have succsssfully established in Ksshmir (Sehgal, 1972) and the rainbow trout in the Nilgiris 
( J o x s  and Sarojini, 1952; Jhingran, 1975). Sehgal(1972) suggests that the declining indigenous fishery of the 
mahseer T. putitora in Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh, duc to  construction of the "brood" and 
"spent" stocks, c d d  be re-established by salvaging the fry and fingerlings from the tributaries of Sutlej, 
Reas, Ravi and Chenab for culture in ponds, lakes 2nd reservoirs. 

Hilsa ilisha stocks have considerably declined in recent years and artificial breeding is being attempted to 
enable the stocking of rivers and its culture in ponds and tanks. 

Freshwater prawns, Macrobrachium rosenbergii and M. malcolmsonii, are in great abundance in the lower 
stretches of the Ganga and Godavari river systems and also need proper harnessing. The juveniles of these 
species are caught in large numbers (140,000 - 175,ooo per night during the peak season) at the Dowallishwaram 
Anicut (Ibrahim, 1964; Rajyalakshmi, 1968) where they could be easily collected for a greater part of the year 
(June to Fzbruary) and stocked in ponds and tanks for culture and export. Though experimental laboratory 
rearing of M. millcolrnsonii (K~walramani, Sankolli and Shenoy, 1971) in the Taraporevala Aquarium, Bombay 
and that of M. rosenbergii at the Ratnagiri Centre of Konkan Krishi Vidyapeeth and in the laboratories of the 
Prawn Culture Unit of the Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute at Kakinada has been achieved recently, 
commercialization of this process will take some time. 

Domestic sewage and industrial wastes are perhaps the greatest menace to the Indian riverine fisheries 
whilst modern agricultural practices are increasing the pollution by pesticides. The Ganga river system has 
thy t n ~ j o r  pollution problem as most of the big cities and industries are located on its banks. Highly poisonous 
D D T  factory wastes, which need more than 8,000 times dilution to be free from immediate harmful effects, 
pollute the Yamuna River near Delhi. The effects of DDT result in stunted growth, increased susceptibility to 
diseases and decreased reproduction (George, Kaushik and Shrivastava, 1965). Synthetic rubber wastes at 
Bareilly (Uttar Pradesh) pollute the River Bajora while the Kali River near Aligarh experiences a deplerion of 
oxygen due to the highly organic wastes of sugar, distiller);, rayon and other factories (Qasim and Siddiqui, 
19Go; George, Qasim and Siddiqui, 1966). The chemical quality of Chambal River is affected for a 20 km 
stretch below the Gwalior Rayon Silk Mfg. Co., Nagda (Khare and Sastry, 1970). 



In Uttar Pradesh, the heavy flow in the Ganga at Kanpur ameliorates an otherwise disastrous situation 
caused by the discharge of domestic sewage from 1.g million people and industrial wastes from 45 tanneries, 
ro textiles, 3 woollen and 2 jute mills, as well as a number of chemical and pharmaceutical Industries (Ray and 
David, 1966). An almost similar situation exists in the Rlver Gomti at Lucknow where the wastes from a 
paper and pulp factory and domestic sewage upset the oxygen regime, and affect a 22 km stretch of the river 
(Bhaskarm, Chakrabarty and Trivedi, 1965). I t  is however, the smaller rivers with a lesser flow such as the 
Suvaon and Rihand which sre the most polluted due to the discharge from sugar and chemical industries 
(Banerjc.~ .tnd Motwani, ~qGo; Upadhyaya, unpublished report). 

In Bih.ar, the Daha River at Siwan which receives wastes h m  sugar and distiller) filctories, and the Some 
River at Dalmianagar which receives the wastes containing a high concentration of chlorine .and oxidizable 
organic matter from the paper and pulp factory, constitute other important pollution axles of the Ganga river 
system (David and Ray, 1966; Banerjea, Motwani and Karamchandani, 191 6 ) .  The Damod-aal. .Rivev is becoming 
grossly pdluted d u e  to  the discharge of million gallons of wastes contairiing alkalies, chromates, ammonia, 
cyanides, phenols, naphthalene, ctc., from the Sindhri Fertilizer Factory which kill spawn in the headwaters of 
P,tnchet Reservoir (Gopalakrishnan, Pal and Chakrabarty, 1966). 12 large number of coal washeries and the 
Bokaro Thermal Power Plant add fine particles of suspended coal and flyash to tF.e river resulting in fish kills 
cl.uring the summer months. 

Only :r branch of the main Gmga, viz, the HoogE.ly River, represents the G a n p  river system in West 
Hengal-a 92 km stretch of which receives over 2 j 2  million gallons daily of liquid wastes from about 161 
factories comprising textile and cotton mills, tanneries, paper and pulp mills, jute mills, distilleries, etc., and 
storm water and domestic sewage from the towns and cities situatcd on either side of its banks. Of the industrial 
wastes, more than 5 0  percent are discharged from paper and pulp mills alone which also contribute the highest 
pollutional load (28.59 t day-l BOD and 239.20 t d.ayi suspended solids). The daily total waste discharge 
illto the H ~ o g h l y  contributes 106.11 t BOD load, 2,318.44 t total solids, 1,057.33 t suspended solids and 
r , 2 6 1 . ~ ~  t dissolved solids (Ghosh, Ray and Gapalakrishnan, I ~ ~ ~ ) . '  The ticid action, which the river expe- 
riences twice daily, dissipates the pollutants, but the most unfavourable hydrological conditions are met during 
neap tides, especially in the dry season when the dilution is minimum and the water level is at its lowest. The 
p311ution causes a decline in the phytoplanl\-ton population (0-80 units I-l) and the absence of benthic organisms 
(Gopalalcrishnan, Ray and Ghosh, 1973). 

'fhe situation is 110 better in vth.er river systems, especially of the Deccai?, which axe smaller and with 
a lesser flow than the Ganga river system. I t  is hoped that the Watcr Pollution Act of 1974 will help solve 
th,e problem. 

The darns on Indian rivers have been mainfy constructed in their middle or thc upper reaches and have 
adversely affected the movements of the fish, especially hilsa, the Indian shad, by a reduction in the flow of the 
residual river (Pantulu, Algaraja and Bhimachar, 1966). Some of the native species of the Cauvery system 
9. dubizls, T. kbtrdree and A. bnxagortohpis have nearly disappeared (Srinivasan and Sreenivasan, 1976). The 
use of the lakes behind dams for aquaculture yields a greater fish production than the original river fisheries. 
Stanley and Gandhisagar Reservoirs on the Cauvery and Chambal Rivers respectively yielded 3 3 3 and 416 t 
annually (1970-71 to I 974-75) cqmpared with the poor river catch before dam construction (Sreenivasan, 1976; 
Dubey and Chatterjee, 1976). 

Indiscriminate fishing for fry, fingerlings and adults, annual collection of large quantities of carp spawn, 
and pollution are some of the hazards to  the Indian riverine fisheries. Conservation measures induding catch- 
able size limits and closed seasons may help in checking the declining trend in these fisheries. Sections of rivers 
which harbour the brood stock or which serve as the nursery grounds for fry and fingerlings should be de- 
clared sanctuaries. At present whercver dams exist, fishing is prohibited both above and below the dam proper, 
but fish sanctuaries on!y exist today around religious places. 



2.1.2.1 . Natural lakes 

Natural lakescover an area of about 0.72 mill~on hrn2. Smce most are situated at highw altitudes they are 
suitable for the deveigpmsnt of coldwater fisheries. The natural lakes in Kashmir (Wular, Vishensar, Krish- 
nasar, Gangabal, Korlsernag, Nankhui and Shishnag) and Kerala (Dzvicolam and Ekphant) were develyxd 
for trout fisheries (Sehgal, 1972). O the~s  such as S'levaroy and K,>daik;lnal (Tam11 Nndu) were s~~ccessfulIy 
stocked with exotic cyprinids, viz., tench, Crucian carp and n~ilror carp. Mirror carp has now a much wider 
distribution than the other exotic cyprinids, and it is well establisl~cti in Tam11 Nadu (Dotacamund), Ksshmir 
(Dal and Wular) and Uttar Pradesh (Kumson lakes). 

A m o n ~  indigenous fishes, Torpu~i~ora, r3arh.u~- kxagorrolepis and Tor tor are the only species which have had 
an important sport significance in t!x rivecs and lakes of the Siwalik range. Systematic development of cold- 
water aquaculture with indigenous varieties is now n,:cessary and. studies which are in progress on the snow 
trouts (Schi~othornx :~nd Ortinus spy.) and mahs~ers(T/;r spp.) arc likely to  help in establishing their fishcry in 
the cold wat-r natural lakes andman-made reservoirs. Furth.er extension of trout fishery in natural lakes is also 
essential. Artificialprop~g~tion and rearing of trout in hatcheries involve considerable expenditure and investi- 
gations arc continuing on increasing the rate of survival and reducing the cost of production of trout fry and 
fingerlings by deve1:)ping locnllv available cheap :~ncl nuttjtive feeds. 

2.1.2.2 Man-made reservoirs 

Man-made reservoirs are on the incrcase in lndia and there are now about 300 major :ind medium-sized 
multipurpose and irrigation reservoirs, covering an area of about lo kg 11m-1 year-1 (Table 4). Studies on the 
reservoir fisheries have been made for some time now and development methods worked out. The reservoir 
developmznt programmes of the State Governments commmly include establish.ment of large fish farms 
near dam sites for production of quality seed, stocking of fingerlings, rehabilitation of the fishing communities, 
organkntion of co:)p:rative societies, declaration of SAI-~ceuaries and closed seasons, and restrictions on mesh 
size and fish size. 

Stocking is largely confined to the Indian major carps, C. cutla, L. rolita, C.  Mri&la and Labeo calbasu but 
certain medium-sized carps, e.g., Ptmii14s surana; .12a6eo hata and Cirrhiws reba accidentally gain eatry into the 
reservoirs of north India. Reservoirs in peninsular India cmtain, besicles the Indian ma jx  carps, the 1)-ninsular 
carps Lzbeo,fimbriatus, L. kontias, Cirrhinus cirrhosa, Ptm'icts dubhs and P. carnaticm (Nltarajan, I 972). Experi- 
mental stocking has also b x n  done with Etr@bs swatensis, Osphrowe~asgora~y, murrels and certain euryhaline 
fi;hes (hicgil spp., Cbanos cl~anos and Mq@p.r yprinoides) but h.as not proved of any consequence. 

Man-made reservoirs have also been stocked with exotic species, viz., trout, carps and tilapia. The upland 
reservoirs of Kerala (Mudupatty and Knndally) and Tamil Nadu (Mukurti, Avalanche, Emerald, etc). harbour 
the trout (Sehgal, 1972). Scale and mirror carp have also been stocked in some of these upland reservoirs as 
well as those of Uttar Pr,tdesh and Hin~ach.al Pradesh.. However, the performance of these carps in man-made 
reservoirs is not satisfactory, except in Govinds~gar Reservoir (Himachal Pradesh) where they c~ntribute to 
the fishery (Jhingran and Natarajan, 1976). A recent introduction of silvcr carp (HgpophthaI~ichtLys ?~dih-ix) 
into one of the small irrigation reservoirs (Kulgarhi in Madhya Pradesh) has proved that the species is capable 
of very fast growth in these impoundments attaining a weight of 4.5 kg in 22 months (Rao and Dwivedi, 1972). 
Silver carp may prove a great asset in the future for increasing the yields from artificial impoundments. Tihpia 
mossambica has been introduced in some of the peninsular reservoirs (Jhingmn, 1975) where it is fully established 
and yields high catch~s. Unfortunately, it has replaced all the indigenous varieties in some of the reservoirs. 
In  V~igai,  it formed 99 psc-nt  of the total catch in 1964-65 (Sreenivasan and,Sundararajan, 1966) and in 
Amaravathy, it had formed over 80 percent of the annual landings since 1968-69 (Sreenivasan, 1976). 

A basic understanding of the ecology of reservoirs is essential before undertaking any fisheries develop- 
ment programme. Lqck of such understanding especially the productivity characteristics, food chains, eco- 
logical webs and sub-webs, etc. coupled with improper management practices has resulted in the reservoir 
fisheries of India yielding about 10 kg hm-2 year-1. Detailed studies of the ecology of reservoirs are being 
undertaken under an All India Co-ordinated Research Project. A comparison of the state of development of 



some reservoirs in north and peninsular India has indicated that the low yleld is directly attributable to the 
initial and present stocking rate in the reservoirs. The stocking rate during the first five years after impound- 
ment was I fingerling per hm2 each in Rhavanisagar and Nagarjunasagar and 24 fingerlings in Rihand. The 
reservoirs are also found to b- under-expl3ited and an increase in the fishing effort has resulted in increased 
vields from Bhavanisagar and Rihand Reservoirs (Natarajan, 1976). An increase in the fishing effort is recorn- 
mended to improve the fish yield of Nagarjunasagar. Increased fishing efficiency can also result from infor- 
mation about the dispersal of stocks in time and space. 

Farming the reservoirs is, perhaps, the only approach to increase fish yield. Massive annual stocking of 
fingerlings in Meetbam :Uttar Pradcsh resulted in a yield of g 30  kg hm-2 year-1 (Kharc, 1964). Case histories 
of other reservoirs, via., Stanley (37.30 kg hm-2). Bhavanisagar (33.88 kg hm-3, S~thanur (162.30 kg hm-2) 
(Sreenivas:m, 1976), Rihand (4.89- 10.91 kg hm-2) (Natarajan, 1376) and Gandhisagar (4.05 - 10.56 kg hm-2) 
(Duubey and Chatterjee, 1976) ,clearly indicate that the aquacultural practices adopted. i n  the initial stages of 
reservoir formation have established fisheries resulting in high fish yields. However, in order to sustain a high 
level of fish production, continued stocking, fertilization wh.erever practicable, transplantation of planktonic 
arid benthic biota, and control of predators must be carried out. 

The development of Indian reservoir fisheries through massive stocking programmes together with the 
adnption of proper management measures is likely to pay rich dividends in the next ten years. 

Z. I .3. I Opcn estuaries 

There are no reliable estimates of the estuarine fisheries resources of India. This high.ip productive eco- 
system contains economically important varieties such as hilsa, mullets, polynemids, L d e s  cnlcarifer and prawns. 
About 21,ooo t of fish are landed annually from the various estuaries. Detailed studies of estuarine fisheries 
have been largely confined to the Hooghly-Matlah, Mahanadi and Godavari systems. 

Detailed studies on the Hooghly-Matlah estuarine system have revealed that the exploitation of tile fisheries 
1s rather unbalanced. The Sunderbans z m e  of this svstem is intensively exploited, but a major portion of the 
resource remains untapped bzcause of its inaccessibility and the difficulties of transportation. The estuaries are 
fished throughout the year but the winter fishery in the Sunderbans (Nwember-February) produces the bulk 
of the catch (Table 5 ) .  A plan exists to d3uble the fish production in unexploited and under exploited areas 
of the Sunderbans using mechanizd boats, carrier launches with base camps having ice factories and road 
transport facilities. 

Though the estuarine systems are biologically more productive than the riverine systems, e.g. Hmghly-Matlah 
estuarine system 99.85 kg hm-2 year-', Godavari estuarine system 44.44 kg hm-2 year-1 and estuaries of Tamil 
Nadu 66.66 kg hm-' year-1 (Gopalakrishnan, 1976), the value of the catch tends to  be lower as the bulk of it 
comprises varieties which do not fetch a high market price. As abundant seed resources exist, the selective 
culture of economic varieties of mullets, prawns and Lafes calcarifer in the estuarine areas is possible. 

2.1.3.2 Lagoons 

The brackish water lakes cover over o.zz million hma-the most important being Chilka, Pulicat and the 
Vembanad backwaters. 

?he Chilka Lake (Fig. 2), which is a pear-shaped brackishwater lagoon, yields about 3,600 t of fish annually 
(Table 6). Detailed biological studies on the fisheries of the lake have indicated that the stocks are in an over- 
fished state and that the yield from the lake has reached an asymptotic level for the present gear selectivities 
(Jhingran e t  al, 1963). Scope for manipulation of gear selectivities to  improve the yield is difficult due to the 
traditional fishing hactices in the lake. As species of fish of different sizes and different growth rates occur 
together, the question of mesh regulation also has no relevance (Jhingran ct al, 1963). Brackish water fish 
culture could be undertaken in the shallow areas of the northern sector of the lake and mullets ( M q i l  ccphalus 
and M. m~crol@is), Efroplt4s sxrafensis and Pcnaeus monodon could be cultured together, as the seed of these 
species is avaiIable in plenty in the outer channel area. 



While the Pulicat Lake (Fig. 3) .yields a b m t  1,100 t of prawns i d  fish annually, the Kcrala backwaters 
(Pig..4) yield about 14,000 - 17,000 t year-1 (G~orge  and S-blstian, 1970). In  addition, about 88,000 t of live 
clams and I 70,000 t of dead mollusc shells are cdlectecl every year. While conservation measures would cer. 
tainly be beneficial to the fisheries of the lake and backwaters, systematic prawn culture o@ the periphery of 
Pulicat Lake and in the "pokkali" paddy fields of I k a l a  will resu!t in considerably higher yields. Mullet 
m c l  milk fish culture also has a great stop- mid augmentation of their stocks through artificial propa~ation i s  
rlecessary. 

2.2 Culture fishery resources 

Cndia has, dtlring the past decade, achieved a significant advatxe in the fi-ld, of freshwater quaculture 
and a system of pdyculture, known as Compr~site Fish Culture, has been evolved which can give yields ranging 
from 3,000 to over 9,000 k:; hm-2 year-1. The Csntrallnland Fisheries R-s-arch Iqstitute is demonstrating this 
technology through its Co-ordinated Research Projects, Opzrxtional 1i:s:arch Projects and the CIFRI/IDRC 
Project on Rura! Aqunculture in Incli:~. It is hopttd that thc p?pul.~rizttion of thy system of mixed farming and 
c:)mpositc culture will soon convjnce the fish farmers 2nd entrepreneurs and put composite fish culture on nn 
industrial footing. 

Intensive fish farming through composite fish culture has been termed in India as an "Aquaplos~on". 
India is on the threshold of an aquaplosion and the urgent need is the application of this technology to 0.6 
million l1m2 of p n d s  and tanks already under traditional culture w ~ t h  n production target of :I minilnutn of 
2,000 kg hm-2 year-1. Lnhancemcnt of the yiclcl and application of the technology to the readily available 
water area (0.4 million hm2) would tremendously incre,w f i j l l  production from this resource during the next 
ciecade. 

. .,. lne greatest constraint to the d:velopm-nt of aquaculture on scientific lines is thelack of quality fish seed. 
It has b-en estimated t!mt abnut 8,451 milIion spawn would be required by 1984 for scientific fish culture, 
traditional culture and reservoir stocking (George and Sinha, 1975). Though the natural seed resources con-- 
tinue to be tappi-d by traditiorlnl tnethods as well as with im,provcd gear, the impxtance of the problem was 
realized lotig a!;o and methods of production of seed of culturable carps through hypophysation has now been 
dzvelnped (Chaudhuri and Alikunhi, 1957; Alikunhi, S'lkumaran and P~rameswaran, 1963). Far greater em-- 
phasis is now needed for the adoption of this technique all over the country to produce quality spawn of cul- 
turable species offish. Mcthods of nursing and rearing have also been peatly improved and it is now possible 
to rear 10 million spawn and 2 million fry per hectare of nursery and rearing area with a survival of 66 percent 
and 75 percent respectively. The major constraint, however, lies not in technology but in establishing country- 
wide infrastruct~ure and overcoming social and administrative barriers and bottlenecks. 

2.2.1.2 Swamps and derelict waters 

This group of waters which covers about 0.6 million hm* could be put to immediate use by developitlg 
the fishery of air-breathing fishes. Large waterbodies (Beels,s,jheels and baors) could be utilized for cage culture 
of commercially important species (Clarias magur, I-leteropneustes fossi1i1, Anabas testiddineus and Channa spy.). 
A production of about 3 - 5  kg per cage per 90-200 days has bcen demonstrated under the AllIndia Co-ordinated. 
Project on Air-breathing Fish Culture, the cage area being 1.27 ma (Dehadrai, 1976). 

The spawn of air-breathing fishes wzre difficult to rear as heavy mortalities occurred in cloth hupas and 
nurseries. The use of nylon hapas for hatching and rearing have been found an improvement (Dehadrai, I 976). 
Predatory copepods such as Cyclops can take a heavy to11 of the delicate spawn but nylon mesh effectively 
prevents the entry of macroplankters into the hapas. 



The magur (C. magtlr) could also be cultured in shallow, small pits and ponds to provide a gainful occu- 
pation to the poores tamong the poor. In  a recent experiment under the CIPRI/IDRC Project on Rural Aqua- 
culture, a production of 1,200 kg of magur per hm2 per 4t months was obtained in addition to 1,176 kg of 
carps per hm* per 3. months from a pond under composite fish culture (Tripathi and Das, I 976). 

The development of techniques for harvesting ajr-breathing fishes is urgently required. 

Immense scope exists for the development of brackishwater aquaculture as about 2 million hmz of suitable 
brackishwater areas exist in the country. Experiments at CIFRI havc shown that a production of 2,000 kg 
hm-2 year-l of mullets (Mugilparsia), 8 3 1  kg hm-2 per 7 months of the prawns (Penaetls monodon), and 2,700 
kg hm-l per 8 months of L&e.r calcarifer can be obtained from brackishwater ponds. 

The seed of brackishwater species, especially mullets, milk fish and prawns, is available in plenty and the 
mullet (M. cephaltls) has been bred under experimental conditions. No success is reported in the breeding of 
the other culturable brackishwater species of fish and prawns. 

3 .  EXTENSION SERVlCES 

The entire programme of fisheries clevelopment will require a considerable input of technical personnel 
and specialized efforts will have to be made through a well-organized extension agency. Strengthening and 
expansion of the Central and State extension services is required immediately. The extension wing of the 
Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute will also need to be further expanded. Training of core personnel 
will have to be organjaec! and attractive extension material, seeking to disseminate fisheries development 
tnethodologies, produced on a much larger scale. 

While the results of research will be carried to the aquaculturists, problems fionl the farmers wjll be brought 
by the extension workers to  the research institutes for immediate solutions. Expansion of research facilities 
will also therefore be necessary. At  present, no propcrly designed Central Freshwater Aquaculture Experi- 
mental farm exists but a 125 hm2 research complex will shortly be built to help solve research problems of 
freshwater aquaculture. 

4. MARKETING AND COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

Inland fisheries of India are greatly diffused with a multitude of landing. Cold storage facilities and ice 
factories will be needed at the centres of production in order that the products can be safely transported over 
long distances to reach the urban markets. 

Marketing of fish is chiefly stillin the hand.s of the middlemen in India despite great emphasis on the organi- 
zation of marketing cooperative societies. The Central Fisheries Corporation in Calcutta has, however, made 
substantial contributions to the improvement of the marketing. 

To  develop the export market for prawns and crabs from brackishwater areas, freezing and processing 
units will have to  be set u p  to  ensure propea handling of the product. 

,I. FINANCE AND ' CREDIT 

While marine fisheries benefit from the credit facilities of th.e Agricultural Refinance Corporation, inland 
fisheries do not widely enjoy such benefits. Inland fishermen are very poor and cannot undertake aquaculture 
programmes without help. Most owners of tanks and ponds have difficulty in raising money for relatively 
high-risk developments, whilst entrepreneurs are unable to  undertake long-term investment due to a pattern 
of multiple ownership and the granting of short leases. Financial institutions are now showing some interest 
in aquaculture programmes and with the flow of short-term credits and loans from the banks to the small 
farmers, the aquaculture industry is likely to make progress. 



6. ARTISANAL VERSUS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

The inland fisheries of India are still artisanal. The fisherman's catches are generally "mortgaged" with 
the middleman and he can never be free unless he joins cooperatives. The cooperative soc4ties in most cases 
are not functioning well because of poor returns and personal difficulties. With the exception of one or two, 
no cooperative society has tried to industrialiae inland fisheries. A few cooperative societies are functioning 
exceedingly well at some reservoirs. 

There is a shortage of fish seed in the country although the techniques of fish seed collection have been 
improved and several new centres established both on rivers and in brackishwater areas. Considerable progress 
has been made in the techniques of bundh-breeding and induced breeding of Indian and exotic carps and the 
transport of seed. 

The techniques of freshwater and brackishwater fish culture have been develaped and productions as high 
as 3,000 kg hm-2 year-1 demonstrated. The application of the technology has as yet not gained much ground 
despite demonstrations by extension agencies of the States and the Central Government. Small farmers do not 
have enough resources and cannot afford to undertake the risks involved in fish culture enterprises. Now 
that economic feasibility has been demonstrated, it is desirable that commercial entrepreneurs take up aqua- 
culture and seed production. 

7. REGULATIONS PERTAINING T O  FISHERIES MANAGEMENT 

The Indian Fisheries Act was enforced in 1897 framing certain legislations on mesh limits, legal sizes, 
closed seasons, catch limits, etc. These are now outdated. The different State Governments have framed their 
own rules broadly within the framework of the Indian Fisheries Act but these regulations are stillfar too gene- 
ral. A thorough revision of the rules specific to different waters is now necessary and these should be based on 
the investigations undertaken so far. Modifications in mesh siz:: limits, legal size limits for different species of 
fish, closed seasons in different areas and catch limits can be effected with positve advantages to the fishery. 

Despite the fact that provisions exist to prevent pdlution under the Indian Penal Code, the Criminal Code 
and the State and Local Acts, it could not be prevented probably because of the lack of a professional agency to 
determine and recommend treatment measures required to reduce pollution. It is hoped that the enforcement 
of the Cental Water Pollution Act (1974) and the necessary legislation by the State Governments, the fishery 
wealth of the country will be protected against domestic, industrial and pesticide pollution. 

8 .  PATTERN OF FISHERIES ADMINISTRATION 

The development and management of fisheries is a State subject under the Constitution of the Republic 
of India. 

Almost all states now have a separate Directorate of Fisheries, headed by a Director, under the Secretary 
of Agriculture/Fisheries. The Directors, who i n  some States belong to the cadre of the Indian Ad-ninistrative 
Service, are invariably assisted by tzchnical officers at regional, divisiona1, district and t e h d  or block levels. 
In certain States, a separate unit headed by an officer of the level of Joint Director, Deputy Director or Assistant 
Director is made responsible for a specific job such as "S-ed Production", "Reservoir Fisheries", "Boat 
Building", "Cooperatives and Marketing", "Loans and Subisiclies", etc. Assistant Inspectors, Assistant War- 
dens and Fisheries Guards assist the District Officers. 

The Central Institute of Fisheries Education at Bombay offxs a two-year comprehensive training course 
for District and Divisional Officers, while its Inland Fisheries Training Unit at Barrackpore prepares candi- 
dates exclusively for inland fisheries jobs in one year. It is hoped that fisheries graduates from agricultural 
universities will, in the course of time, replace all non technical and untrained personnel. Krishi Vigyan Kendras 
and Trainers Training Centres are now being set up. 

A Secretary (Agriculture) kssisted by an Additional Secretary and Joint Secretary in the Union Ministry 
of Agriculture and Irrigation are at the helm at the Central Government level in matters relating to fisheries 
development in the country. A Joint Commissioner with a team of Deputy and Assistant Commissioners advises 
the above Ministry on all technical aspects of fisheries development in the country. 
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Responsibility for fisheries research is vested in the Indian Council of Agricultural Research headed by 
a Director General who is an eminent agricultural scientist. The Director General, Indian Council of Agri- 
cultural Research, is assisted by a Deputy Director General and an Assistant Director General in matters re- 
lating to fisheries research. Research is directly conducted by three Research Institutes, via., the Central Inland 
Fisheries Research Institute, the Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute and the Central Institute of Fisheries 
Technology, each headed by a Scientist-Director. The Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute is located at 
Barrackpore, West Bengal, and the latter two at Cochin, Kerala. 

9 .  SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS O F  INLAND FISHERMEIS 

The socio-economic status of inland fishermen is very low. They are n~ostly illiterate and conservative and 
have reservations about the adoption of modern methods of seed collection, production and transportation. 
The scene around certain cities and towns is, however, fast changing owing to the impact of repeated demon- 
strations of the merits and economic viability of composite fish culture. The adoption of this technique is 
gaining momentum. 

In  general, the fishermen's community is fettered to the middleman who is their mentor, friend, philosopher 
and guide. The advice given by the middleman tends to be biased for the benefit of his own interests. 

The inland fishermen community comprises several categories, only a few being whole-time fishermen. 
While some inland fishermen are actively engaged in commercial fishing, others undertake only part-time 
subsistence fishing. Most of the part-time fishermen act as agriculture or other labourers in the non-fishing 
season. 

The Constitution of India has reserved special rights in Gwernment jobs by grouping many castes under 
"Scheduled Castes" (many fisherman's communities fall under "Scheduled Castes). Special educational 
facilities are provided for the children of all Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, and reservations exist 
for them in university and professional institutions, India is determined to improve the Iot of this hitherto 
backward community which would astound anyone by its skill, courage and determination if one realizes 
the hard job a fisherman carries out. 

10. CONSTRAINTS TO T H E  DEVELOPMENT O F  INLAND FISHERIES 

The wide gulf between the demand for fish and the existing level of production can be substantially bridged 
by a well-mapped out strategy for the develr~pment of inlan J fishery resources. The rivcrine and estuarine 
capture fisheries need to be rationally exploited. Fishery management based on studies of population dynamics, 
effort and mesh regulation, no matter how brilliantly formulated by scientists will be of doubtful utility among 
the uneducated fishermen population of India. 

The ever-increasing shortage of fish could be substantially met by the development of culture fisheries of 
fresh and brackish waters. The main constraint facing the development of inland aquaculture is the under- 
utilization of the existing and readily available water areas. This problem has two components, the lack of 
knowledge of culture techniques among the fishermen and fish farmers and the dearth of finance for investment. 
Other constraints are the lack of private ownership of ponds and tanks, except in certain cases in the eastern 
region, short-term lease policies of the Government, ineffective fishermen's cooperative societies and "gram 
panchayats" cis-a-vis fish culture devel~pment, siltation of bhedr and pollution of waters caused by domestic 
wastes, industrial effluents and pesticides. 

Lack of accurate inland fish production statistics and dearth of accurate comparative data on economics of 
fish cultuie operations compared with other land uses, such as agriculture, horticulture, floriculture, pig breed- 
ing, etc. inhibit proper perspective planning. An entrepreneur needs to be firmly convinced of the monetary 
returns before undertaking any capital investment. 

One of the greatest collstraints in the developmcnt of inland aquaculture at the present time is the shortage 
of quality fish seed. While techniques of production of quality fish seed through administration of pituitary 
extract have been developed, rivers still continue to be the main source of seed supply. Management and 
development of the riverine fish stocks thus have a great bearing on the freshwater fish culture industry of 
India. 



Shortage of seed is a major problem in the development of reservoir fisheries. I t  has now been demon- 
strated that inadequate stocking, with fast-growing carps, at the early stages of reservoir formation produces 
low yields and gives rise to  predator and trash fish populations. 

The great demand for carp pituitary extract could be met by pharmaceutical industries using techniques 
already develo~cd by the Central Inland Fisheries Research Institute. Specialized research effxts are in pro- 
gress at the CIFRI to isolate the active ingredient of the pituitary hormone responsible for fish reproduction. 

The technology of inland fisheries gear has not developed to meet the new challenges. Methods of capture 
of bottom-dwelling fish like Clarias, Heteropneustes and murrels need to be developed urgently. 

Water quality standards should be laid down for the reduction of pollution. Tolerance limits of selected 
aquatic organisms need to be determined by bioassay experiments; research in that direction has already com- 
menced. A system of regular monitoring of water quality for determination of levels of pesticides, radio- 
activity, etc., should be set up. 

Research investigations using large properly designed farms are necessary to raise further the level of fish 
production from fresh and brackishwater ponds and tanks. Formulation of artificial feeds for warm (both 
fresh and brackish) and coldwater fishes is necessary for the development of intensive fish culture. 

I I. CONCLUSIONS 

An awareness of the need to develop the inland fisheries of India is fast developing amongst the fish.ermen, 
the entrepreneurs and the public. It is expected that aquaculture development will produce over I million t of 
fish by 1984 as against 0.4 million t today. A greater employment potential would be created as, 2 , ~  80 extension 
workers and twice that number of field assistants and fieldmen will be required for the extension services with 
a total employment for about 324,000 persons generated by way of labour, employment through marketing, 
initial renovation and development (George and Sinha, 1976). 

It can be hoped, looking forward to the year 2000, that by their full development the inland fishery re- 
sources of India will yield about 6.5 million t of fish. This goal may be achieved a good half century after the 
attainment of India's independence from her political subjugation. 
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